DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

TO:
State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
211 North Broadway
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO. 25-3
LOCATION CE SE NE
SEC. 6 TWP. 11 RGE. 20
678' from S line & 330' from E line of NE 1/4

Dry Hole _ Abandoned Oil Well _ Abandoned Gas Well 

I have this date completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. 1 Lease Richards
Operator Magnolia Pet Corp Address Box 770 Great Bend, Kans
Field _ County Ellis
Total Depth 3691 Feet.

Plugging Contractor Ace Pipe Pulling and Halliburton Co
Plugging Contractor's License No. Ace (2)

Address 

(Describe Briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

13" at 198' circulated with cement - 6 5/8" at 3689' with 150 sax cement behind. P.B. to 3503', perforations at 3495' - set bridging plug at 3316' sand and 5 sax cement set with dump bailer - pulled 2300' 8 1/2" - circulated hole with heavy mud through 6 7/8", (34 sax Gel) set 40 sax cement hrough 6 5/8" at 500' - heavy mud to 20', set rock and 15 sax cement to bottom cellar.

Mudding and Cementing by Halliburton Co.

Date 7-20-57

Eden Lea
District Conservation Agent

PLUGGING
FILE NO. 25-3
LOCATION CE SE NE
SEC. 6 TWP. 11 RGE. 20
BOOK PAGE 25 LINE 8

RECEIVED
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
7/24/1957
JUL 24 1957
CONSERVATION DIVISION
Wichita, Kansas